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Main Points / Observations
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•

COVID has the same significance to industry as the 1st industrial revolution / steam
engine

•

“reverse globalization” = localization

•

AI, automation, robotics on rise; leaner and smarter industries

•

“Oil is Dead God Save the Oil (& Gas)” / what killed the electric car…COVID

•

Global stability under threat – rich will be richer and poor poorer

Reverse Globalization
Investing locally
Locally produced

Nationalization

Products that have chances to be produced
locally: PPE, vaccines and basic bio-chemical
materials, strategic medical equipment, weapon
systems, strategic components, energy and
energy related products.

Saving packages paid to companies ultimately
mean that those are nationalized companies
that will serve interest of each government =
import duties for imported products can be
lifted favouring the local products. China might
lose its competitive advantage (companies
exporting from China are subsidized by the
government).

The change
Local content will be pushed in the expense of the
cost of materials. Locally produced materials
(with help of automated productions and robotics)
can create local jobs and increase tax income to
government that are or will be heavily indebted.
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Cost? Efficiency? Performance?

AI, Robotization, Automation (ARA)
Above can be good news
for mature markets with an
ageing, but well-educated
population.
ARA creates different jobs,
less physical, “smarter”,
more advanced.
ARA will lead into market
consolidation – less
competitors or leaner
businesses, but with
innovations.
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Agile, flexible approach and customer-focus
Drones, autonomous cars
Overall superior quality resulting in more cyclical
economies
Ecology rising in terms of the interest

Automated services – Healthcare, legal systems, Supply
Chain
ARA is a threat to emerging & “simple” economies

Oil (& Gas) is dead?

Experience

Total crash or oil means
(temporary) end of fracking,
heavy oil production.

Oil is, and perhaps will still be the most important
commodity in the world. Maybe coffee will
change it soon (see next).

“We can not live without cars.”

It will still be political tool in many places.

“Life in plastic is fantastic.”

Cheap oil might kill the EV car momentum
(environment, lack of subsidies by broke
governments).

Alternatives?

Renewables perhaps leaning toward Hydrogen
powered cars & power plants.
We can not live without plastic materials, but we
can change how we handle the plastic cycle
economy.
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Political stability
that can affect all
industries
Oil rich countries will become
poor

Mature economies focusing on
themselves

Big will get bigger, small will die

Traditionally rich oil states are on
the bring of bankruptcy with
rarely an alternative source of
income.

Stretched economies in Europe
& US will focus on helping local
companies and their own
population first.

Large companies will absorb
smaller players, possible gain of
he market or local access.

Young populations fuelled by
expensive oil have nothing to do
= troubles.

Less subsidies for NGO.

No money to invest into a number
of sectors.
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Climate changes, locus attacks
and low harvest in Africa
threatening to wipe more than
300mil people resulting in
massive migration waves.

Cash rich companies (and
Chinese) will be buying.

Winners and losers in
the post COVID world
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